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A CRITICAL ASSLSSI(NT OF WIND TUNNEL RESULTS FRo ]ME MACA 001? AIRFOIL-

W. J. NeCrolikeyI

U.S. Amy Atroflightdyriaoics Directorate (AVSC(P4)

ASTRPACTI
A large body of experimental results, which were obtained In more than 40 wind tunnels on a single.

wielli.inownr two.dimefirioiial Configuration. has beet" critically *xaminead and correlated. An~ assessment of
sow of the possible sovrceS of error has been maide for each facility. And data which Are suspect hnve
been Identifiled. It was found that no single experiment rrovided a compilete Set of reliable data.

althouigh Pon Investigation st~nds out as Bupo'iotr in may respects. However. from the aggregate of data
the representative ptopartlet of the MACA 0012 airfoil cam be identified with reawoable confidence over

wide ranges of Mach number, Reynolds number. and angles Of attack. This synthesized information can now
De Used to assess 6R4 validate gaiSting Or future Wind tunnel results and to evaluate advanced Comp-ta-
tionel fluid Dynamics codes.

I. INTRODUCTION

Reliable determination And asteSIGIent Of the Accuracy Qf Aerodynamic data generated in wind tunnels

1`0041i`1 OMe Of tire Most VetiAg rofblems11 In aer'onautics. Aerodynamic resultt are seldom duplicated in

different facilities to t-. level of accuracy that Is required either for risk-free engineering develop.
ment or for the true veifEicat ion of theoretical ano numerical methods. This shortcoming is particularly
acute with regard to today s rapid proliferation of new Computational fluid Dynamic (CFO) codes that lack

Oft the other hand, the MACA 001? profile is one of the oldest and certainly tihe most tasted of all

dirfoils1t and It has bean studied in ;2eins of separate wisidi tunnels over a Period Of vore than 50 years.
Although A* s;not# hifFh.El!oiity tsper'Stnt sAanS the C~omlete subsionic and transonic range of flow condi-

5iAthe Combirwid results of this eatenjihe testing should allow sw conclusions to be drawn about
wind-tunnel data accuraCy ando reliability, it least for two-dismin.Vlal (2-0) testing. This paper
attempts to #atract as such uisful. quantitative inforuation as possible from critical examinAtio and
Lorrol~tiOfl5 Of sititting data from thtis single. tall-knowno Configijratitw. obtained in over 40 winc tunnels
un.1 oiver wine ranges of Mac" number, Reynolds number. and angles of ast'.4k.

A proslialnary comparlisn by the author 1?I in 1082 of results roma abw~t A doZan widely-QuOted inves-
tilationt for the MACA 0012 airfoil revealed significant and unacceptable differences betweein wind 1.14

toiflfiql. and Subsna~uent evaminat ions of more flat& sets metarely Comounded the Confusion, as indicated In%,

019gs . and 2. Therefore, 4 major part of the preseiint In~vestigationi was tnt ý.volopmont of a filteringtovi
process for screening the avai lable dots And classifying the eapitrimer..&l sources into broad categories of
es~stiated rellao~ll, this process Is described In the neost seetion. Detailed comparisons, correla-
stops. and uncert~limtj estimates are dlicussed in subsequent sectiont, where the the following results are

1. Lift-cueve slooe versus Mach Ind Reynolds number 
o i

7. Minimum draii grout Mach and A@vnOldS ruminti
1. MjAIliqj,. I fltotc-ursg ratio versus 1114h andl Reynolds number-

d.Mjjsflaw 'ifl. vior.. Mach and Reynoldi snwober

1!i. S5rc4 5..,Ivo Voltift i versus Reynolds nujmber at M - 0.6

oel thilslist Inic~tesll to% present study deals mostly with the Integral 4uahit ,, lift and drag.
jesaite ý.N large rumbar of references available on this most popular of all airfoils, It was found that
tnee is iftiufficlernt overlap In the experiments to waus many meaningful, direct Comparisons of mr~e
deL. ..od quanitities, such as ,r*5suee diltributiong. in the transnnic regime. It is Acknowledged that
tiftfning ovisent is also a sensitive integral parameter that displays interesting trisnonic behavior, but
C,, it not corisidered ir. tiis% paper

11 INr( 1ILTItRINi ANeD ANAtLVS P'ROCISI : -.1

Tht, warnA ObjfCtiVo Of -..III i1.lcjrf ý to Combine tihe Critical, releva~nt iniformatiow, Lt-t is Available
ufn 4111`01 falting a nd VAAirfoil terodyndmic behavior into a tyistoemaf c screening, or 'filtering." pro-

rpiq 'hit Lon'a' -',P to aissest the q~jL!;y of individual Vitperiffntal sources of data. 'hls rrocess will

ten be visa to Classify soill data set and to weigh the accuracy of those data against the uiuantitative or *~?

aiuslitative infeirrat ion thit they Car' prOvIde abOut tie aerodynamic Characteristics of the NACA 0012 4

a r Io 1j

"Protinedat t, AGD luiei tlynsimit Panel Symposium on "Aerodynamic Data Accuracy and Ouslity: P
i.'1lrei Ant in Cpri iv In wina1 Tunnel Testing,' Naples. ItAlY. 28 S@Pt.mber-? October 19iO7.
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A. Dievelopment of the Process

The Critical information used in the development of the process is derivc-d from four broad categor-

ies. as follows:

1. A very large collection of wind-tunnel data for the IIACA 001? which varies widely for many
possible reasons.

2. A modest collection of "facts.* i.e..

a. well-established theories and similarity laws
b. generally-accepted empirical laws
C. recent advanceS in identifying, analyzing, and correcting for wind-tunnel wall effects.

3. A fuzzy collection of "folklore' about airfoil bsehavior. test techniques, and wind-tuinnel
characteristics.

4. Recent CFO results for a few Standard airfoil cases in both SIMUlAted free-air Conditions and
combined airfoil/wind-tunnel Installations.

This aggregate of information firmly establishes some important sources of wind-tunnel errors and
certain properties of Airfoils, such as the MACA 0012. This knowledge can be summarized as follows:
first. all four winel-tunnel walls generally Interfere with the flow around the airfoil, and this phenom.-
non is generally more acute than for thive-dimensional (3-D) bodies. The top and bottoml walls oarticu-
larly affect the effective angle of attack, the Shape of the pressure distribution (and hence pitchling-
moment coefficient), and the ShOck-wave locatl~n, and to A lesser extent, lift, drag, and effective Mach
rxumber. Solid walls increase the effotctive a and Mach numer. but these effects are Considered to be
easily correctable, at least in subsonic and mildly transonir flc~s. Slatted or porous wAllS lower the
effective a; attemps arP often made to correct for this, but it is difficult.

Second, side-wall boundary layers have been shown to lower C. Cd and the effective M4, anid to move
th,' smock forward. Flow Separation at the airfoIl-wall juncture affect~s the Sl-)ck ILocAtiOr And reduce%
Lt . The effects can be reduced substantially by the application of Suqtlon on the side walls, and

max
corrections can be epplied if there is no separation in the corners.

*Third. free-stream turbujlence and boundary-layer trip I increas C, and often affect Ct, C,. and
*shoc: location. many airfoils, including the MACA 0012. may ba prtic ularly sensitive tQ 16ynoilds numbr

variations I' no trip IS used; nowever, extreme carei Must be exercised in tripping the boundary lasyer to
avoid causing excessive drag Incremhent& and erroneous changes in Ca man Shock position. lise effects of

both trips and turbulence are difficult to quantify.

Concerning airfoil behavior, two Important *facts' have been established about the behavior of lift
and drag i uSnCfoatsllangles of attack. At high Reynolds numbers, both Cd at Zero lift and

Ph muntt `7- c are Independent of M and are Only weekly dependent upon Re, Unfortunately.
V vamost other aspects Of ai0feil Characteristics are not as firmly established, and even these two quantities

ire not -ell defined in transonic flow. However. measurement% of general trends and qualitative behavior
ire generally accePtelt, even If the sbsolute values of C'. Cd, and Cot, for example, are Uncertain.

To Improve on thils situation. the following filtering or screening process is proposed. first, At,
attempt will be Made to Identify the highest-quality experiments in wrhch the aforementioned wind-tunnelo
problems were carefully controlled, corrected for, or otherwise ameiliorateld. Second, the results of these
tests v-11i be used to eStablith the quantitative, 'factual.* behavior ot the critical parameters Cd Aan

wc here r -* ý at functions Of Re in the subsonic regime where they are essentially 0

Independent of 04. This information comprises the filters that are 2LVg~jj , Although not Sufficfient,
screening crit-ria for Judging the credibility of the remaining data. Third, these filters will be used
to help identify obviously erroneous aspects of All the data sets end to Classify each experiment accord-
ingly. fourth, all the data will be critically examined QvjjjjgJ the range of Mach end Reynolds numbers
for whiCh the f'ilters were developed. Finally, a subjective extension of the fourth stop will be addl.
Trip 'folklore" correlations and other information referred to above, and established transonic similarity
laws, will be used to combine selected NACA 001? and other Airfoil data In order to estimate tho transionic
2ropertles of the MACA 001 over a range of Mach numbers, 0.05 a N * 1.1, for which virtually no reliable
data exist.

B. Appýlication of the Prcfjs

Table I lists and summarimes the experiment% which clearly stand Oui t hAsviino been coinducted wlIh
the qtws~t core and/or as qlost nearly eliminating the Important Sources of wind- tunnel errors. These
sourCes are referred to throughout this paper at Group 1. It will he noted from Table I that, unfortu.

4,I : o------- !.!.d i3111h1 4.t^, ik. t1.4A.Ix,, .. ii anaw, & i.A that h .Iau-

l~vj! in that test wIS relatively high. Also, for the pr-esent purpose%, it Is unfortunate that the only
data reported from that eii1'rlmetit wore obtained with a bioundary-layepr trip, although xs.ew Wnpubli~hod
;ata wero also ohtalted witho)ut a tritb.

6-I
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The results fOr aC1 o from Group I art plotttd versus Ae in fig. 3. It is clear that the results

shown In this figure represent & major Improveimen over the largl scaLter in Fig. 1. A good fit of the
lift-curve slope data In the limited rd-g2 .- iP Re 4 2 . 10 Is given by

&C1I - 0.1025 + 0.00485 Log(Re/10 6 ) per degree (1)

with Am rtl standard error of OO0024 And a mauimiu error of 0.0029 for the 20 points shown.

Similarly, the results for Cd are plotted in Fiq. 4. The meaning of the various groups is

eaplained below. the drag data From Group 1 without a boundary-layer trip, I.e. the open cirCIts. can be
approximated well| by

rlC a 0.0044 * 0.011 Ia 4 . 15 (2)

ith an rms Standard error of 0.000015 and A mamiAM error of 0.0007 for the 20 points from Group 1. The
data wich a boundary layer trip shOw a greeter Sensitivity to Reynolds number. In ACcord with the approx.

mlite variation of fully turbulent skin friction with Reynolds -hmler 131. a good fit to the 6roup I

Vioped data Is given by

Cd . 0.0017 + 0.91/(Lo" Rs)2*5

where the constant 0.0017 was (hosen to optimlie the curve fit thOw in Fig. 4.

For reference, It IS astimated that the individual values of ICi and C4  Ccan be determined or

calculated from the Individual Group I date points W. an Overall precifinn of about to.0005 and 10.0002.
respectively. It may be mentioned that Atf. 4 lists the desired accuracy Of C. from wind tunnels as

O.OOOS for the aIssesment of Configuration chAngel and 0.000 for the valIdoti On of CFO coods.

The information In (qnS. 1-3 can now be usld to Assess tPi- accuracy of the data from the realining

sOurces and to group the date Into separate categorlie. After Much deliberation, It wet decidtd to define

Group 2 as comprising thOse data whiCh generally Agree with L the lift And drag crlterl #&preised in

Eqns. 1-3, to within 10,0040 for eC And to within 10.0010 for Cd . These elpormiimnt aire lIsIted in

Tlabl 2. foremost in this group ItS t~ experiment of C. 0. Harris I1?. Althoufg this eipirlomt was
carefully Conducted and offered the advantage of A Iarg4 aspect ratiO. lift-nIamrforencs corrections on

thi r lar of 1ii are reouired for the angles of Attack. These were a major concern Mir|tially, but In the

Nub.v.)ulmt d;,ustiOnt and figires it will become cVIdent thot these results Are comparablle in accuracy to

those of Growp 1.

A Abb I t vonDatenhof f, UP; ne trip
.i4 0 CrItUe •t A. &II no t'ip

0 Ldon. L"UP. no trip
V OlgaOr7 y 0'.U1ly, NPL 13'ztf; as UtIp
M* O seo&,ewrmin. I.RC 0.3mn edspUve wilU; trip

; ~...... - 0.10256 + 0,00486 Z• OOg II/A

..... ...... ...... ............... ... ... ... r

.9.

~0I

10

00l p

C-4

100 107 i0

t 'a1, n*

0"1Y. 3 i fet cur've lupe at fern, lit( vt. lel'ymIdl ,tanibt,; (Group I data, M - 0.11A. lkzpn',dvd ve rtw 'l oval#
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.05 (D Gup 1. with trip
0 Group 2 Data0, no ti

* Group 2, U 0.7. with t~rip

.012 A~' Loa, HSWT (Group 3); V -c 0.7, no trip
---- curve-f it Groupi 1. no trip

--- curve-fit Group !. with trip

.0100

I00 C4d

.0025[

4Xio 105 10 107

tests~ ~ ~~P9 fal to0 satisfyn *Ihe zftu tcieroa buft theSd ~over rnumer.fMc nee heeee

Sever4 Fially % tk l ororces prered datae that faiee wt"ted trou Irsultisfor tecitheria acnd 2hic Cdid
not foper bthin Somer Casey Oiniicant aitofa informyqanitons weant toasthed presen ive Classified Aor
Grfoup atindproe hs are listed in Table 3. Aneapeo ti ru t thei r eulssaenotiuley in teispaerenefe. xei

Inve bthi seton. whcthemajorlt Problems 1.4e aenIdentfrited Otne additcen alue tignSfcatio hune are
testd fDil toStisfly tOJ eoabis thae trwoc carateria.bttics dof toverM02aroi vrawd ranges ofKc nmeheeee
quaclitnuiber ienfor dsat ion er and aelpf l e Thai soutaesArerfre oa.ru n r rel no

notappear reuts effe aty Regniican additional anfreaio relevante btolidhsymbeseand tis conetien. wilr
be folltowe Pin mstOf8 thes Areinn figuesteedate in Tbebuthirslthe areu no dated in slighl grater.t

tha o this SArtion th results, frmbuts1-ndfo the uatttvbevirother1 sourms Allud5t~b~ed toScinow. Over h
raned Collecotivl t est abl ish tess o aeronaui chaalcpurpistis.o h A01 ifiloe ierneo

*~~~~~~Mc nuher R~eynlds t mastnr. beanid anl is a lutrtdintgackhr.tereeat 3dt

haveubee add Thows fihe da eafrly Greuprens a- fomasor i funovtion ofver nld nuiber for Mohs cnlt i.ns,
thergol gres t ewenHri results 15, t $l and t 0.ar iihose of Grenlad seymaols aI thi consttuenfther yill.

befoloedI most of-~v the remanin figues.thei scatte i.*n ~*, , the Gru 2d ta It , S ligh ly grate th.an6

below M4 . 0.8, Which seems to be moitly a Reyriolds-nuber effect, And Saw~yer 181, who reported large
* ~values at M4 - 0.8. It Is unclear whether this is due to side-wall interferen~e, or somethineg else. But

in all cases. the peak In C t occurs at M4 0.80 tO.01.
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------ Curve-fit of Group 1
.... . .. jC - .2.
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Fig. 5. Lift-curve slope vs. Reynolds number. Some ,cows O Fig. I.

0 Group I Data. Re > 2WOO
IS 0 Harris. LaRC 8"T (Group 2) 0

0 Group 2 Data. Re > 1.S.zlO
'0 Group 3 Data. Re > 2z10 0

* VId&aI CALSPAN 8' ( Group 3 ), Re-10.

FO

0*

06 0.

0 0

-. 05!I

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
MACH NUMBER

Fig. 6. Lift-curve slop@ vs. Much number.

The data in Fig. 6 indicate rapid variations with Mach number in the narrow range 0.8 < P < 0.9.

Unfortunately, the Group 2 and 3 data are very sparse in this region, and ire nonexistant above N - 0.95.
Therefore, an attempt was made to extract selected additional informat ion from the Group 4 data and from

other sources, as discussed abov.. Three points are relevant here. First, in the transonic portion of
;ig. 2. the results of Scheitel L Wagner 191 can be argued to be the most relille of the Group 4 measure-

ments. because lide.wall suction was used and because their results are more nearly consistent with the
Group 2 and 3 data where there Is some ovvrlap. Second, all of the supersonic data points of Group 4 are
in 1I"m~j AlrieOtt with nro AfýiAth&e h ....... ll C-...t.nn ý4ý- hi.

1
-• 4%ih r nC-•l nrh•

syumetrICal Airfn
4 1

S !'0.1!,.

Ct 0 .055;(, * ')M
2

t/c-I
1

/
3  

!-10 (4)
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It must be noted that this simple relation Is only valid in the low supersonic range. 0.1 < M c 1. where
R - (M2 - 1)l(y + J)*2t/cl/3. and altiough it Is baSed on transonic Similarity. the thickness Correla-

tion breaks down for N 1 1101.O

A third important aspect of Figs. 2 and 6 is the behavior around 14 - 0.9. There is a wide variation

in the ainimum value of Cat and In the Mach number at which this occurs; and Refs. 9 and I? of Group 4,

and Ref. 13 of Group S reported negative values of CI . This phenomenon was investigatd briefly in

Ref. 14, wherein Navier-Stokes calculations at P4 - 0.18 and a * O.S" produced a iargilnaly-stable solu-
tion with C. 0 . These calculations were repeated recently with a time-accurate code. and this time
they producet an unsteady solution with periodic oscillations with an ampltude of aCt • 0.1 around a
mean value of approximately zero. This behavior appears to be qualitatively the same as the transonic

self-induece oscillations reported on a biconvex airfoil by Levy 1151 and in several subsequent investiga-
t ion%. On the other hand. only Osteady" reSults have been reported in the KACA 0012 experiments, and this

unsteady behavior may have been overlooked. Furthermore, it is not known what effect the wind-tunnel
wglls may have. Considering these factors, it is the Author's subjective opinion that the correct

behavior for the mean value of Cat Is a minimum value somewhere between 0 and -0.05, occurring at

M - 0,88 !0.02. This area needs further investigation.

fligure 7 shows the collective. 'filtered' information described above in th• Mach number range from

0.6 to 1.2, including the author's judgemant of the upper and lower bounds of the correct transonic lift

characteristics of the NACA 0012 airfoil at moderate Reynolds numbers and small angles of attack. In sum-
mary. the most isvortant points are the following:

1. In the subsonic range 1 ' 0.5C t is given by Eqn. 1 to within 121.

2. The maximul value of C is 0.21 !5% and it occurs at N - 0.80 ±0.01.

3. The minim"A value of C, is -0.025 tO.025 and it Occurs at M , 0.88 t0.02.

4. A secondary maximu in C t occurs near N M 1. with a value of 0.09 !10%.

5. In the low tu;ersonlc range 1.05 ' N ' 1.2. C1  is given by Eqn. 4 tO within .10%.
a

These estimates represent the maximum precision that can be extracted from the existing information, and
they represent what Is probably the best absolute accuracy to which interference-free lift can be measured
on airfoils in wind tunnels today for an arbitrary angle of attack.

pv 8. Miniflm D~rag~,,
The baseline information for this fundamental quantity in subsonic flow was discussed earlier in

connectiO,. witn Fig. 4. Although the data from Groups I and 2 are self-consistent, the scatter in the
results from Groups 3 and 4 (not shown). owing to free-stream turbulence, surface roughness end/or bound-

ary layer trips, wall interference. ad masurement errors, would al1 st totally mask the variation of

drag with Reynolds number. Numerical results compiled by Holst 1161 in his recent validation exercise for

transonic visLous airfoil analyses, suggest that fully-turbulent Cdo lies between the values given by

ftfns. 2 and 3, but this his not been validateM adequately, 0

Another Interesting situation is the transonic drag rite. Fig. 8. for which only a limited number of
high-quality sources are availiable. Here the scatter is excessive, but below M - 0.7, each Individual

data set seems to be essentially independent of Mach number. Thi% Suggests subtracting out an average of
the subsOnic values for any given data set. as follows: 0

6Cd d Cdo () - CEd () (5)

where C is the average of the measurements for M , 0.7.

The results of &pplying this procedure are shown in Fig. 9. which is an obvious improvement over
Fig. 8. Remarkably. even the Group 3 data are in good agreement for aCd The drag-divergent Mach number

0
can now be estimated at Ndd * 0.77 10.01. with a sall amount of drag creep for M - 0.72.

The behavior at higher transonic Mach numbers Is much more difficult to establish. All of the data
from Groups 1-4 are plotted In Fig. 10, along with estimates based on transonic Similarity correlations of

data from many other symmetrical airfoils 110,11.14.17-20i. These latter sources Indicate that airfoil

behavior in the low superonic region Is given by

Co " Co . a(t/c) /3l( 1 -) nm 2  / (6)
Cd0 

d0

where a is a 'constant" that varies from source to source, but which is bounded by about 4.0 and 5.6

lhe dashed line in Fig. 10 Is for a - 4.8.

Data from Groups 1-4 do not exterd beyond A - 0.95. oetween M - 0.8 and 0.9. where L.d Is rising

rapidly. there is a large aoount of scatter, and the uncertainty in the measurements is virtually impossi-

ble to assess. The solid lines represent the author's subjective jjigement of 'he probable upper and

M.if
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Sm Gimenkewman, LaRC 0.3m MV-; trip
.01 C- HarrIs, Re-3x110 no trip

EB- Harris. Re-3,0'. trip
*- Harris, Re-6z10. trip

. 14 i- Harris. RewxlOU, trip

A - Goethert. DV'L (Group 2). no trip

.012 17- Lowe. GD HSWT (Gro,'.p 3). no trip
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.004
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(02
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F:q. 8. finimum drug vA. M•Och numbr; 2 . 108 Re 4 - 107.

l(joer bounds of Lhe cor,ect tranwunh, 6.a4 Characteristics for this alf11. It, brief, the most inportart

points concerning mimnium drag may be sumarlLed as follows:

The subsoniC ehavior .wthou4 a bO0umr) layer tip iS Oiv- b) E(In, 2 to within about ±0.0003 in

the range 10i < Re., 3 - 10'.
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2. The subsonic behavior with a f-illy-developed turbulent boundary layer over the er ire airfoil is.

given approximately by Eqn. 3. The uncertainty is difficult to estimate from the available date.
out the value t0.0006 Is proposed.

3. The dreg-divergence Mach number is between 0.76 and 0.78. Above Mdd, Cd rises rapidly to a
maximu value of 0.11 110%, which occurs between M a 0.92 and 0.98. 0

4. •In the lowtsupersonic 1rangeLOS1 MM42 12. Cdo is given by [qn. 6 to within 1101. In this

nregime,.ohC n , vr sM

.014 0 (ienkNewmanm. L C 0,3m MCT: trip 0
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.01 * Harris. Re3-x0. trip
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Fig. P. Incremental drag vs. Mach number: Groups 1-3.
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C. Maximum L/O Ratio

This quantity has important practical consequences for both fixed-wing aircraft. ave rotorcraft, and

it also represents B rather different and sensitive check on wind-tunnel accuracy and flow quality. On

the one hand, it compounds the uncertainty in both lift and drag, but does so under test conditions that

are less severe than CtmX, for example. On the other hand, errors in angle of attack or uncertainties

in the *-correction& are not at issue here. Therefore. some experiments in which CI is suspect may
still provide useful informtion on (L/D) . a

Reynolds-number effects on (L/D)N4 can be isolated for examination if the Mach number is less than

about 0.5. This is illu)trated in fig. 11, which shows an Increase in (t/D)max by about a factor of two

between Re - io6 and 10 . In Fig. Il, the Group I results generally show the highest values of (L/O)max,

consistent with the overall high quality of these investigations. Several of the Group 2 experiments

extend the Reynolds number ,ange to lowr values than those of Group 1. In addition, the Group 3 results

and three sets of data from Group 4 are in fair agrement. Unfortunately. Harris ISI O'd not provide lift

a.,d drag polars for untripped conditions, but it is interesting to note that his rF,.Its with a boundary-

layer trip are in fair agreement with the other data shown. This was not the case for any other tripped

data.

At higher Mach rumbers the variations in (L/0)).x with Mach and Reynolds number are almost impossi-

ble to separate from one another. AS a comromise between the limitations of so few data available at a
given Reynolds number in• the large Changes in (L/D),,x with Re, Fig. 12 shows the available results f..

the narrow range 4 . 10 < Re ý 9 . 106. the data from Groups 3 and 4 are of interest here, because they
are the o available results without a trip that extend Into the trans•nic regime. However, they are

suspicious because they lie significantly below the tripped data of Harris 151. Additional transonic data

would be particularly valuable to clarify the quantitative behavior of (L/0).

D. Maximum Lift

Conventional wisdom holds that three-dimensional separated boundary-layer effects are almost impossi-
ble to control at the stall cond itions, and there is some question as to whether true two-dimensional
stall exists, ever for extremely high aspect ratios. Parenthetically. the accurate prediction of C, ax

for the NACA O01? airfoil also remains one of the greatest challenges to CFD. Therefore, this quantity
needs to be established experimentally.

(- Group I data. no trip
O - Karr., LARC 8' TPT. M < 0.5. trip

160 ES - Group 2 data, no trip
0 - Sawymr. ARA B"Zl"; ino trip
I0 -UTRC W; to trip

12s- A- LARC 8z28; TM X-7399o0 no trip
V - LA.RC 8z28; TP-1701; no trip
0 - O h.io State SX2 Z'; n o t~r ip ED

104

V 0

so L ••

3'l.~ 10 1
Log, Re

Fig. I1. Maximrurn lift-to-druy io t ," Revx,7nld3 wmar'aber: MS * 0.5.
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Figure 13 shows the variation of CI1& vi Re for the available data from Groups I and 2. at MIch

rva~ers los t iMan 0.25. A rnOtoftiC inCrosse in e1aiiiA lift with Reynolds nwabor is evidnllt. These

oarticular results are surprisingly consistent, wher•as the values from Groups I And 4 (not Shon) fOro

found tg be significaitly 1lowr, in general. Also, It should be !Mentioned that the data shown at
Re 1|0u Are S•o•what higher than the values often aUo.ed (e.g., Ret, 3). based on older sources.
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The. affect of Nach nuscer on C1 It show' In fig. 14, for ko - I . 106. the Scatter below
N 0, It simst to be parti dikwe to M~rolds nweber and partly due to w~iWd-tynrl wall effects. Momover,
1o6W translonic @Ffoetf In the leeiing-aige region evidently flay Am ir'~realingqly dohlmant role in the
Stall piecets it M 0 0.16 fnd abov$, wftre the .INIMa lift starti, to omatonicelly decreas, with
increasing P. It is Intprefting to note th'at most of the Uroup 4 data are only 1slightly below t~a data

pI i've 6 r#W~S 1.1 at Ns v 0.4, and the sCatter In this fegiee IS SurprIsingly ieall.

2.@P Om rmap I fstw so trip
* la Har omap 2), trip
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4 adtp 4, I SrM w/* uip
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010
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the ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~at ew..l l&vslftj that &OteMIloj r 1"i lif 1140ti, to . o~ 6n4 * ~ ' Oia foev

SOW Int'eresting Comparisons Can be mede of the moeturect 61h111-W04 0011110M. aI Itoi qu4ntift 4111110ft 10
toq pArticulaely sensitive to wal-lint~rferenCe effects Sftd to errors In MacI, A4.4lr,

bjatldr IPll 1 RaspeImnti it M . i.O0 #Rd* 0 Off Plited0 infig It , 16,001#0 Iti 4411i104 6t
the upgirovinato Midpoint of the PrOSSU'o fit# Across the thMCb wove. JA this fifgulO, ti 1 Oflten diamond
Iy"t;Ol5 reprosent data ublair'.ad at sUMfficietly-iar~g espedt ratio$ that Sidea&i1 bOundrlf layer #ffecis
Ithould be Mi1i0al, and the u~lid dlilorv4 IS & riots point C~rreftol by W. 0. Jeweil 11. a private Lmmijnit.4
tU', using his theorotical analysis of tidep-will $fletst 1111. (the or ir~Cipel offet it IS1 Iv-.reese It,@
*o'e ;t lye MaCh MAWle by Abuut 0.01). The Squira'C dWWIt olporlalaito In wich the side-ali I b')undfy
layer wai tither raftwd or It% offset corrected for, the 00'r.106 reprtsent the romliining 61julcot, for
w.hich no particular attent ion appeared to bO given to 55d4.wali offects,

IP4 I;,royping of the data in fig. lbIt it nipired by recent nmearir.&i analyses wP~i hith. Showedi
the tendeoncy of thra-dintigional VISCOUS effects On airfoils In mind tuntiels to move the thol.6 wave fo?-
word uf Its two-dimensional positiati. This eapislana itinI teart't nu fut Iowaof tlt fiets With.u~an.al
SM411 values of 11but dolts from several other tourcet without tId4-w~il tro~titgt Appear ,.ureal,
$'either doe% there too@ to be any lsitmoolic effect of other factors, Milh it boyUrdry-lifer trips or tile

OPajutOUnt (if tunnel %lot or parforatlon opennoll, Although the Majnr ity of' tile retuit'. seem to, fit betweet,
0, i . 0.44 and 0.48, the overall Scattor it disturbingr, arnd the actual reasott for it rrimsifi.. a ilystoy.

OF, Therefore, this Is yet another area where the kley mipp~rimpi.tI ltifcrmntlrjtha liel -11,1 1-0 *elua,100e 0 IC' (
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single Investigation of the conventional NACA airfoils to date. Harris' range of flow conditions is not.
nearly as complete as desired, and the ac:curacy of the data was not evident a prior'

1 . s lift-inttrfereilce
corrections on the order of 1S% were proposed for the angles of attack. However, the present study iidi.
cates that Harris' estimates of this phenomenon are. in fact, adequate, at least for low angles of attack,
and that most Other major sources of errors we'e minimized. On the other hand, the author is persuaded by
the arguments of Mr. iW. G. Sewall 1211 that some side-wall boundary-layer Interference existed. lherefnre,
it is strongly recnmmnded that thiS be corrected for before using Harris' oata for CFD code validation.

As descished in Section Ill, the values of lift-curve slope and minimum drag i subsonic flow can now
be established with high confidence in the Reynolds number range 106 < Re ' ) . 10 . The behavior of
these key quantities can also be estimated throughout the transonic reglimes ad up to low supersonic Mach
numbers, but with rapidly-deterioratlng confidence above M - 0.8. The issue of self-induced oscillations
and the possibility of negative values of CI in the range 0.85 ' M 4 0.90 need further

investigation. A better definition of the beoavior at erd above M - I would be useful for CFO code
validation.

The variations of Ccmex with M and Re can now be specified with a moderate degree of Confidence,

and the data frol most of the available sources are surprisingly consistent above M - 0.4. This conclu-
sion apvears to contradict folklore, conventional wisdom, arid recent numerical studies of wall
interference.

On the other hand, the behavior of tie maximum lift-to-drag ratio and shock-wave position is not
nearly as well defined, and both these quantities appear to be particularly sensitive to wino-tunnel wall
effects and turbulence. Therefore, additional studies under carefully-controlled conditions are strongly
recomended. It is also suggested that both of these quantities would be especially important criteria
for CFO code validation, if they could be reliably established by well-documieted experiments.

Finally, the results of this investigation indicate that measuremonts, corrections, and/or treatments
for all four wvlls Cf the test section are essential for any realsonably-sized model under transonic flow
conditions. Although resultc from se facilities Appeared to suffer more than others from wall-
interference effects, no facility that failed to address the potential problems on all four walls pi'ovidlij
dOata that Could be judged entirely satisfactory.
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Tab)e 1. NACA 0012 - Sury of (iEprimnt% - Group 1

SOUitRCE RACH 4 (106) TRIP ? TYONNL CHAR. REMARKS
ran" range xt

1. Abbott et ai.; 0.07-0.15 0.7-26 yes & ow solid walls linear 0a11 Corrlctions;
"Std. Al Al - 0.7S-6 very low turbulence;

Langley LTPT h/C€ 1.9-111 excessively thick trip:
possible minor side-wall

boundary-layer effects
data available: C. Cat Cd. (LID)U,. Csix

2. Ladeon. 0.07-0.36 0.7-10 yes & no s"lid walls linear wall correctionit
Langley LTPT Al 1.6 very low turt. at low N:

xt1:0.06 h/€c 3.8 po0ssble minor sid$-vwal
boundary-layer effects

daal Sv~ tl b le; CI, Cm. Cd , (L/0)I•L . Ci 44

3. Gregory and 0.06-0.16 1.4-3 Yes & no solid wells linear will corrections;
O'Ritlly. Al A 3.6 with 9 w/o Side.wall

aPL 13'xn' v gryi h/c * S.? boundary-layer control

data Ava Ilable: Cl. Ci. Cd, I.e. C9. (L/O)mR,. C is"

4. Green & 00l4n; 0.S - 0.8 9 yes adwtive walls four-wall corrections;
Langley 0.30 ICT Al a moderate ture. level

it - 0.05 h/c * I

jet& s'i ~ldb; C, _ _ •_low § only)

Rel~flerece for lab,# 1:

I1. I. H. Abbott and A. (. von OOnhoff: Th fr I M ai tI go 1t91.
'4 A, C. .&An Doenhoff and r. T. Abbott. D.Jra MARA 12113. 1947.
IC. C. C. Critloi, If. H. Ileyioa, and A. W. $Oiwinkle. Jr.o MACA 7 14 361, 1951.

2. C. L. L6uSon: NASA-Langley, Privets comunlcation.
3. M. Gregory and C. L. O'Nilly! NPL Aero Report 120 (ARC 31 719), 1970.
4. L. L. Green and P. A. Nwmman: AIa Paoor 87-1431. 1937. and private comunications.



Table 2 - Sumary of Experlients -- Group Z

SOURCE MACH Re (106) TRIP ? TUNNEL CHAR. REMARKS
rang* range xt

5. Harris; 0.3 - O.V6 3 - 9 yes & no slotted walls large a corrections;
Langley 9' IPT AR 1 3.4 possible slide.well boun4ary

xtO.OS h/c * 3.4 effects on 1. L Cd

Jadi available: Cn, Co. Cd, Cp, (L/0),I,. X1. limited C "84

6. Goet•irt; 0.3 - 0.85 2 - 6 no solid walls wall and an4-plato corrections;
OVL 2.7@ W.T. AR - ?.6 turbulence level .12;

h/C * S.4 $041 flow sylmetry
data available: C', Co. Cd. C p

7. Sheidahl i Kliias 0.1-0.2 0.3O-1.6 no solid walls linear wall corrections,
Wi.n:ti St. 7P10 ARP • 2.4.6 Sam flow asyme.try.

h/Ce 5.6-15 0 ' * 180
daa aviailable: Cp, Cd, (L/")Rmx. C, man

8. McCroskey. at al 0.1-0.1 1 - 4 yes & no solid walls linear wall correctloes;
Ages 7x410 No.2 AR 3.S 3continuous dynamiC data

xt • 0.01 h/C •

data availiale: C, C,. limited Cd. (L/0),6,

9. Bevert: PaoIson 0.06-0.11 1.1-2.? no solid walls linear wall corrections;
Winton & de Sievers: AR N 1.3 

T
u - 0.2%

S1.Ca 3M h/C - 4

i dta available: C1 . C o, Cd, Cp (L/0) ,S,' C,

* . max

I1. wortmann i 0.07-0.17 0.3-2.5 no solid wells Side-wall suction;
Aitraus; ltchn. AR * I.S-3 very low turbulence w

riocims. StuttQArt h/c- 5.5-11 early C. suSpect

d:': avaitlale: ci' C4  (L/O)"x' C.

!Lfeer;.O3j for Table 2:

S. C. 0. Harris: NASA TM 81927. April 1981.
6. B. H. GOethert: NACA I,-1?40, 1949; Not. Res. Council (Canada) TI-27. TT-31. TT-38. 1947;

RA( ;N Aero 1684. 1945.
7. R. E. ShtldAhl and P. C. KliIaS: Sandia Plot. Labs Report SANC80-2114, 1981.
8. W. J. McCreskey, K. i. NcAlister. L. W. CarT, and S. L. PuCCi: NASA TM 8424S, 198?.

9&. A. Bvwert: ONERA Ooc. 76/1157.AN. 1972.
wIb . Ph. Poition-.ýulnton a&n A. de Sievers: AGARD CP-22. Pa&L:r No, 4. 1967.
10s. 1. Iortmann: A•AID LP-lO?, 197Z.
)On. 0. Allhaus; Institut fur Aerodyn. und Gasdynt&ik, Stuttgart, private cOm-unication, 198?.

or•

S~.:
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Table 3 - Summary of Expariments -- Group 3

SOUALL MACH Re (106) TRIP ? TUNNIL CHAR. REMARKS
range range xt

It. Sernard-Cuelle; 0.22S 3.6 no(?) solid walls side-wall suction. Care-

ONERA RI.Ch AX * 0.67 ful study of sidell-wall
h/c - 3.3 effects

data av ilable: limited Ct. Co, Cd

12. Sawyer; 0.3 - 0.85 3 - 6 yes & no slotted walls 0, N, and curviture
ARA 8*x18" AR - 1.6 corrections; poss.

Trans. w.T. Xt-0.07 h/c - 3.6 side-wall boundary
layer effects

data available: C,. Cd. ¢p' CeLlx. (L/D)max. Is

13. Vidal et al. 0.4 - 0.9S I yes porous walls thick transition strips:
CALSPAN 8' AR - 8 slight flow angularity;

xt-0.1 h/c - 16 mimnmum Interference

data available: Ct. Co. Cd. Ca. (L/0)0x, limited Ct x s-

14. Mctevitt & 0.72 - 0.8 2 - 12 no solid walls contoured walls, wall
Okuno: AR a 2 pressure meas.;

Apes Hi-Re Channel h/c * 3 side-wall Suction;
unsteady measurements

data available: C1 , Cp. Xs (low . only)

15. Gumbert & C.7 - 0.8 3 - 9 yes & no slotted walls a corrected;
Newman: AR • 1.3 side-wall boundary-layer

Langley 0.3m TLt Xt0.05 h/C . 4 corrections

data available: Ct, .Cd (lw . only)

16. Takashima. 0.6 - 0.8 4 - 39 no slotted walls wall pressure-rail meas.:
Sawada et al. AR * 1.2 - 2 poss. side-wall b.l.

NAL Transonic W.T. h/C * 4 - 6.7 effect on Shock position;

data available: C1. Cd. Cp, XS (1o. a only)

17. Sewall; 0.3 - 0.83 4 9 yes 9 no slotted walls . ano side-well

Langley 6' x 28' AR - I - 2 b.l. corrections
(revised) Xt-0.08 h/c- 4.7-9.3

data available: Ct,. Cm, Cd, C1max, Xs

18. Lowe 0.63-0.8? 15-38 no perfor. walls ?22 perforation. side-wall

General uyn. HI-Re AR - I suction;
20 Test Sect. HSWT h/c. 4 uncertain u corr.

data available: C1. Cd. %. XS

.9. Jepson; 0.3 - 0.9 2 - 6 no solid walls linear wall corrections;

Lizak; Carta: AR. 1.7-5.8 multiple entries; various
uTRC 8' h/c-4.7-5.8 models and end plates

data available: Ct. C., Cd. Cp, (L/0)mex. Ctmax. Xs

?0. wang et al. 0.7 - 0.9 "3(?) yes perfor. walls porosity adjusted for

Chinese Aero. Inst. AR- 3.2-6.4 min. interference
Transoic W.T. Xt,0.06 h/c-7.6-S.?

data available: limited C. Cp. XS

References for Table 3:

It. R. Bernard-Wjelle: 12th Applied Aero. ColloQ.. rNSiA/crAT (NASA TT-F-17755). 1975; also
J. P. Chevallier: ONERA TP 1981-117, 1981.

12. Mrs. J. Sawyer: Aircraft Research Associates Model lest Note M10/9. 1919.
13. R. J. Vidal, P. A. Catlin. and D. W. Chadyk: Calspan Corpor'ition Report No. R-5070-A-3. 1973.

14. J. 8. McDevitt and A.F. Okuno: NASA IP 2485, 1985.
15. C. R. Gumbert and P.A. Newman: AIAA paper tNo. 84-215!, '984.
16a. m. Sawada. S. 54kakibara, M. Sdtou, and H. KOMnj: NAL IR-B?9. 1984.
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Table 3 - Concluded.

16b. K. Takashiba: ICAS Paper 82-5.4.4. 1982.

16C. K. TAkashima: National Aerospace Lab, also private cjmnlcations, 19•5 and 1987.
17. W. G. Sawall: NASA TN 81947, 1981, also private comunilcations 1985. 6 ad 1967.
18. W. N. Lowe: General oynamics Report IST-TR.7f.1. 1974.

19. W. 0. Jeqoin: Sikorsky Report SER.0977. 1977.
19b. A. 0. St. Hilaire. et a: NASA CR-M092. NASA CR-14S350. 1979.
19C. W. H. Tanner: NASA CR-114. 1964.
194. A. A. Lizak: Army Trans. Res. Comr. Report 60-53. 1960.
20. S. Wang. Y. Chen. X. Cul, And S. Lu: presentation to Sino-U.S. Joint Symposium on

'Fundaeental Experimental Aerodynamlcs.' NASA-Langley. 1987.

Table 4 - S ry of Experiments -- Group 4

SOURCE OACHl Re (106) TRIP ? TUNNEL CHAR. REMARKS
range range Xt

21. Sewall. 0.58 - 0.9? 3 - 4 yes slotted Walls Oata corrected for thick

LaRC 6"x19" AR - 1 side-twal boundary
Xt-0.06 h/C - 3.2 interference but not

data avaliable: C u, Cd, XS lift interference

12. Noonan L 0.35 - 1.0 1-10 yes & no slotted walls a corrected;
Binghal: Lddson; AR - 1.0 ld4-w-ll b.l. effects on

LWRC 6"28* Xt • 0.1 h/C - 4.7 shoCk Positioý ,nd C.lmx

data availaole: C'. C'. Cd. Cp. (L/0)M,. CLl , XS

23. Ohman. et al; 0.5 0 0.93 17-43 no porous w4llS 20% porosity.
NAt 5' x S' AR - 1.3 side-wall Suction;
wiSth 20 insert h/c - S data slightly asymmetric;

Mach No. corrected herein
data available: Cdo. Cp. X% at •- 0

24. Thbert, et al: 0.3 - 0.83 1.9 4 no porous walls large wall corrections. but
GM[RA S3.Ma AR - 2.7 wall press. measured;

h/C- 3.7 thick side-wall b.l.

data avaIiDole± CIL Cd- C. XS

25. Scheitle & 0.36 - 1.6 3 no slotted walls Suction on all four wallst
Wagner: TWIT Mnchen AR - 1.S variable with M to

.niv. 3undeSwehr h/c - 3.4 MAtch other facilities;
mcderate turb. level

data av4ilable: Ctt. Cdi., (L/D)M, * C
t

max

26. Jepson: 0.3 - 1.08 2 - 5 no slotted walls large lift interference
NSRGC 7'xIO' AR - 7.5

h/c - 5.3
data available: Ct, C'. Co. (L/0),Ax, C,

~. *,C0, LIO~mx Max
?7. Lee, et al; 0.? - 1.06 2 - 12 no porous walls independent plenums for
Ohio State 6"x22" AR - 0.5 - 2 top and bottom walls

Trans. Alrf. Facil. h/c. 0.9-7.1

data av4ilable: CV. C3 , Cd. (L/O)mx. C, max, XS lmlited Cp

28. Prouty; 0.34-0.96 3 - 7 no slotted walls large lift interference:
KAC 15"A 4

8" AR - 1.5 poSS. side-wall boundary
h/C - 4.6 layer effects;

some flow asymet-y
data available: Ct. Cm. 'd- (L/O)

ma. C %
C *. &max

29. Gregory & 0.3-0.BS 1.7-3.8 yes slotted walls probable wall effects
Wi•ly, AR, - 1.4 on all data

NPL 36"x14" Xt-0.0 h/c - 3.6 fairly large roughness

data available: C9. Cm. Cd. Cp. (L/0)' , CLmax, K'

! 4



Table 4 - Concluded,

30. Kraft. L 0.8 - 0.9 2.2 no adaptive walls variable porosity and
Parker; AR • 2 hole angle;

AECC 1-T h/c - 2 no side-wall treatment

data available: Cp. XI

31. 7riebstein: 0.5 - 1.0 1 - 3 no porous walls no corrections applied;
OFVLR Im TIWT AR . 5 unsteady measuresents

h/c * 5
data available: X,. Cp

32. Ladson; 0.5 - 1.1 1.S - 3 no slotted walls a corrected for lift
LaRC 6"x19" AR - 1.5 interference but not

h/c - 4.8 Side-wall boundary layer

data available: Cn., Cm. Cp, surface oil flow, Schlieren

33. Ladson; 0.8 - 1.25 2.7 no slotted walls no corrections appliec
LaRC AlA 4"x191 AR e 1.0

h/c • 4.8
data available: C,

References for Table 4:

21. W. G. Sewall: k1AA Journal. Vol 20. No. 9. pp 1253-1256. 1982; also private communicatlons
1985. 1986. and 1987.

2•a. K. W. Noonan and G. J. Bingham: NASA TM4 X-73990. 1977.
22b. K. 1. Noonan and G. J. Bingham: NASA TP-1701, 1980.
23. J. Thibert. M. GrandJaCQue$. and L. Ohman: ARARO AR-138. Ref. Al. 1979; also private

c¢Oamnication from L. Oan. 1987.

24. J. Thlbert, M. ,randJaCques, and L. Olman: AGARD AR-138. Ref. Al. 1979.
23a. m. Scheltle: Inst. fur Luftfahrttechnik und LeiChtbau, Universitat der Bundeswehr Muncflen

Institutsbericht Mr. 87/2, 1987.
2Sb. S. Wagner: Universitat der Sundeswehr Munclhen. private cooftnicatlons. 1987.
26. w. D. Jepson: Sikorsky Report SER-50977. 1977.

27a. J. D. Let. G. N. Gregorek. and K. 0. Korkan: AIAA Paper No. 78-1118. I78.
27b. M. J. Berchak and G. M. Gregorek: Ohio State Univerility. private cou...nicationS, 1987.
28. R. Fr.)uty: *Aerodynamics,' Rotor & Wing International. Aug. 1984, pp. 17-22; also private

commnications 1982. 1984. and 1987.
29. N. Gregorr and P. G. Wilby: ARC CP-1261 (NPL Aero Report 017). 1973.

30. E. M. Kraft and A. L. Parker, Jr.: AEOC Reports TR-7I-Si, 1979, TO-60-83, 1981.
3!. H. Triebstein: J. Aircraft, Vol. 23. NO. 3, pp. 213-219. 1986.
3h. C. L. Ladson: NASA TO 0-7182. 1973.
33. C. L. Ladson: NACA RM L67FO5, 1957.
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34. J. Stack and A. E. von Doenhoff: NACA Report 492, 1934 (NASA-Langley 11' MST; solid wdils, severe
blorkage effects).

3S. R. Jones And D. H. Willimas: ARC RLM 1708, 1936 (NPL Cooressed Air Tunnel: effects of surface
roughness and Re on wings: AR - 6).

J6. E. N. Jacobs and A. Sherman: MACA Report 586, 1937. and Report 669, 1939 (MACA-Langley VDT; AR - 6;
hiyn turbulence levell.

37. H. 3. Goett and W. K. Bullivant: MACA Report 647. 1938 (NASA-Langley 30'x60' Full-Scale W•; AR - 6;

low turbulence).
38. J. V. Becker: NACA Wartime Report L-682, 1940 (NASA-Langley 8' HSWT; transition and Skin-friction

masurements at high Re).
39. A. E. von Doenhoff: NACA Wartime Report L-607, 1940 (NASA-Le- 1-y LTT boundary-layer and

minimum-drag measurements vs Re).
40. F. K. F.edman: Techn. HochSc. Zurich Mittellungen &us dam InStitut fur Aerodyn4mik. No. 14, 1948

(Ackeret's High-Speed Wind Tunnel; transonic measurements on wings; AR - 3.3).

!I. L. K. Loftin and H. A. Smith: NAMA TN 194S. 1949 (NACA-Langley LTT; low lift values, not symmetrical

for Dositive and negative angles of Attack).
1?. J. Stack and W. F. Lindsey: NACA leport 922. 1949 (NASA-Langley 24' MST; solid walls. variable AR).

43. L. K. Loftin: NACA TN-3?41, 1964, P.J. Carpenter: NACA TN-4357. 19S8; C.L. Ladsor: NASA TO 0-7182,
!972 (NASA-Langley LTPT using freon).

44. J. Ponteziere and R. Bernard-Guelle: L'Atro. et l'Astro. Vol. 3?, 1971-8; (ONERA R1.Ch before side-

wal studies).
-5. A. G. Parker: AIAA Journal. Yol. 1?. No. 12. pp. 1771-1713. 1974 (Tex$as AM 7'xIO'; large airfoil.

coeparison of open and closed test section).
46. N. Pollock and B. 0. Fairlie: ARL Aero Report 148. 1977, and Afro Note 384. 1979 ARL Variable-

Pressure WT with slotted and solid walls; large correCtiOnS, but pressures measured on solid a•1ls).

47. K. W. MlcAlister. W. J. McCroskey, and L. W. Carr: NASA rP 1100, 1978 (NASA-Ames 7'x1O' 02; large

dirfOl|; unsteady measureaents; with and without en plates).

48. F. W. Spaid. J. A. Oahlin. F. U. ROOS, And L. S. StiuerS: Supplement to NASA IM 81336. 1983; L.

Stivers. NASA-A,.tis, oriv&te Coamunications (MNSA-Ames Z'A2' TWT; large 11t interference; incomeelete
results avai lable).

49. Q1. Zhang: presentation to Sino-U.S. Joint Symposium on *Fundamental Experimental Aerodynamics.*

mASA-Langley. 1987 (NMnJirg 0.6O.6m MrSUT; detailed Study of alternative Interierence corrections).
5j. R. J. mansman and A. P. Craig: AIAA Paper 87-02"9, 1967 (MIT 1'xI' LTYW; comparative study of the

effects of trips and rain at low Re).
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